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Directional Tactile Ground Surface Indicators.
P
R O D U C DESCRIPTION
T DESCRIPTION:
PRODUCT

TT-SSD2

A one piece directional tactile ground surface indicator manufactured from 316 Marine grade stainless steel
to provide long lasting stable performance. Designed to provide way finding directional guidance for the
vision impaired. As part of The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliance, it is mandatory to provide
Tactile Guidance (TGSI’s) to stairs, ramps and many other varying conditions.
DIMENSIONS:
DIMENSIONS

Designed to conform with the Australian Standards. SureSteel® directional Tactiles:
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have a major diameter of 35mm, a minor diameter of 25mm



have a length of 290mm (Nominal)



have a protrusion height of 5mm, the maximum to ensure longevity and optimum anti-slip.



are available with and without a fixing spigot, diameter of
6mm x 18mm long, to ensure mechanical retention to all
substrates including concrete, timber, bitumen and most
other surfaces. Manufactured from one piece to ensure
overall strength and durability.

tactile solution

P R O D U CRANGE
T RANGE:
PRODUCT

SureSteel® directional Tactile ribs are available in 3 basic designs:
Square rib, hair line rib and hair line rib with stepped side face.
F
E AT U R E S :
FEATURES



R11 anti-slip rated in Accordance with the Australian
Standards AS4586.



Comes with an optional 18mm fixing Spigot which provides
maximum fixing strength in all substrates. The SureSteel®
fixing spigot is the longest in the industry.



Manufactured from 316 Marine grade stainless steel to
ensure long lasting maintenance free performance.



Resistant to heavy traffic abuse and maintenance machinery.



SureSteel® offers specifiers the option of retaining the
aesthetics of the underlying substrate without compromising
tactile performance.



Highly polished, milled finish which is bright and attractive.

LUMINANC
E C O N T R A S T:
LUMINANCE
CONTRAST

In accordance with the Australian Standards a minimum luminance contrast of 45% must be provided
between a monochromatic directional tactile indicator and the surrounding substrate. SureSteel®
directional Tactile Indicators are available in 3 styles which allow specifiers to select the most appropriate
luminance contrast for any given application and aesthetic requirement. Refer to the SureSteel® luminance
chart for selection details.
C
O M P L I E WITH
S WITH:
COMPLIES



AS/NZS 1428:4.2002 Design for access and mobility



AS/NZS 4586:1999 Slip resistance classification for new pedestrian surface materials
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